Abstract. This paper presents a new learning method for automatic acquisition of translation knowledge from parallel corpora. We apply this learning method to automatic extraction of bilingual word pairs from parallel corpora. In general, similarity measures are used to extract bilingual word pairs from parallel corpora. However, similarity measures are insufficient because of the sparse data problem. The essence of our learning method is this presumption: in local parts of bilingual sentence pairs, the equivalents of words that adjoin the source language words of bilingual word pairs also adjoin the target language words of bilingual word pairs. Such adjacent information is acquired automatically in our method. We applied our method to systems based on various similarity measures, thereby confirming the effectiveness of our method.
Introduction

Problem in Similarity Measures
Cosine(W S , W T ) = a (a + b)(a + c)
1 Italics means Japanese pronunciation. Figure 1 shows an outline of the system using AIL. In Fig. 1 , AIL corresponds to three processes: the process based on templates, the process based on two bilingual sentence pairs, and the decision process of bilingual word pairs. First, the user inputs the SL words of bilingual word pairs. In the process based on templates, the system extracts bilingual word pairs using the templates in the dictionary for templates. In this study, templates are designated as the rules for extracting new bilingual word pairs. Similarity values between SL words and TL words in all extracted bilingual word pairs are assigned. The similarity value is defined by function (2) based on the Dice coefficient.
Motivation
Outline
In function (2) , f ST is the number of pieces in which both the SL word W S and the TL word W T are found, f S is the number of pieces in which the W S are found, and f T is the number of pieces in which the W T are found. In the process based on two bilingual sentence pairs, the system obtains bilingual word pairs and new templates from two bilingual sentence pairs. Similarity values in all acquired templates are also assigned by function (2) . Moreover, during the decision process of bilingual word pairs, the system chooses the most suitable bilingual word pairs using their similarity values when several candidates of bilingual word pairs exist. The system compares the similarity values of chosen bilingual word pairs with a threshold value. Consequently, the system registers the chosen bilingual word pairs to the dictionary for bilingual word pairs when their respective similarity values are greater than the threshold value.
The system extracts bilingual word pairs without AIL in the process based on similarity measures when their similarity values are not greater than the threshold value or when no bilingual word pairs are extracted. Moreover, the extracted bilingual word pairs can be registered into the dictionary efficiently using a morphological analysis system to very minute changes in spellings or words or pronunciation. The system can extract bilingual word pairs even when the scripts of two languages are same because AIL is language independent.
Adjacent Information Learning (AIL)
Process Based on Two Bilingual Sentence Pairs
The system obtains bilingual word pairs and templates using common parts between two bilingual sentence pairs. That is, the bilingual word pairs and the templates can be acquired easily only from a parallel corpus using common parts for which the frequencies are very low, i.e. 2. Figure 2 shows examples of extraction of a bilingual word pair and acquisition of a template.
（I'm thinking of going to the British Museum. 
Process Based on Templates
Bilingual sentence pair 
Decision Process for Bilingual Word Pairs
The most suitable bilingual word pairs are selected according to their similarity values when several bilingual word pairs have been extracted. That is, the extracted bilingual word pairs are sorted so that the bilingual word pairs that have the highest similarity values are ranked at the top. Moreover, when several bilingual word pairs with equal similarity-value candidates exist, the system selects the bilingual word pairs that appear for the first time in a parallel corpus.
Process Based on Similarity Measures
The system extracts bilingual word pairs using only the cosine, the Dice coefficient [3] , LLR [4] , or Yates' χ 2 [5] without AIL when the similarity values are not greater than the threshold value or when no bilingual word pairs are extracted. Moreover, the system chooses the bilingual word pairs that appear in the parallel corpus for the first time when several bilingual word-pair candidates are obtained.
Experiments for Performance Evaluation
Experimental Procedure
Five kinds of parallel corpora were used in this paper as experimental data. These parallel corpora are for English -Japanese, French -Japanese, German -Japanese, Shanghai-Chinese -Japanese and Ainu -Japanese. They were taken from textbooks containing conversational sentences. The number of bilingual sentence pairs was 1,794. To confirm AIL's effectiveness, we inputted all 1,081 SL words of nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and conjunctions into the system based on the cosine, the system based on the cosine in which AIL is applied as described in section 2 (herein, we respectively call it the system based on the cosine+AIL), the system based on the Dice coefficient, the system based on Dice+AIL, the system based on LLR, the system based on LLR+AIL, the system based on Yates' χ 2 , and the system based on Yates+AIL. The initial conditions of all dictionaries are empty in those respective systems. We repeated experiments for each parallel corpus using respective systems. The system using AIL uses 0.5 2 as its best threshold value. Moreover, we evaluated whether correct bilingual word pairs are obtained or not, and calculated the extraction rates for all 1,081 SL words. Moreover, we investigated the extraction rates for which the frequencies are 1. In the systems without AIL, many extracted bilingual word pairs for which the frequencies are 1 were erroneous bilingual word pairs because of data sparseness problems, as described in section 1.1. Therefore, improvement of the extraction rates of such bilingual word pairs indicates that AIL is effective to solve the sparse data problem. The respective extraction rates of the bilingual word pairs for which the frequencies are 1 improved 11.3, 11.0, 10.9 and 9.7 percentage points using AIL.
Experiments and Discussion
Among previous studies, one [6] uses the co-occurrence of words depending on the number of co-occurrence words and their frequency. Such a method is insufficient in terms of efficient extraction of bilingual word pairs. In contrast, the system using AIL requires only a one-word string as the co-occurrence word, e.g. only "to" in Fig. 3 . Moreover, the system using AIL can extract bilingual word pairs even when the frequencies of the pairs of the co-occurrence words and the bilingual word pairs are only 1, e.g., "to eat" in bilingual sentence pair of Fig.  3 . In a study [7] that acquires low-frequency bilingual terms, bilingual dictionary and MT systems are used for measuring similarity. Therefore, it is difficult to deal with various languages because of the use of large-scale translation knowledge.
Conclusion
This paper presented Adjacent Information Learning (AIL) as a new learning method for solving the sparse data problem in similarity measures. Results showed that AIL is effective for various similarity measures. It is also effective as a solution to the sparse data problem. Future studies will apply this method to a multilingual machine translation system.
